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Introduction 

Thf'l t•ol~ of thn !n•cond mtnirnnm of H1111 chtformntiC'In ~neray 

VIKl in·hnl\vy nnclnl In knnwn r·at.hl"'r wr'lll 

fiBAi<•ninJl \lwTMt'fl /1 ,?.!. E:trlt,.,,· /'J/ it w~n ohown thal lh .. 

minimum in V!c J do101~ not dil!!lllppoflr in the liahtf'lr' nuclei I up to 

Pt) though in thonn nuclf'li it le diaplaced in deforrM.tion from 

t:~ 0.6 t.o c!:ll 0.4 !!.nd th" hoiQ'hl nf lhe ouh~M·d poll'lntial 

barrier r·nplctly incr-nal'II'H!I with d~oreaainQ' Z-value. Th:la 

cirouiMtance seta the lower limit for· the reaton where 

l!pontaneow-, ly fl~~ioning !U-Crnl aro oboerved. 

Obnf"'rVI'\i.ton of tranl'litiofH!I from the l!!'lcond wnll to the firet 

one i.e alno Ve>I'Y difficult. So, it would be of intern~t to 

search for ot.h!O"r manifN!Itation.!l of epontaneoul'lly fie.!lioning 

isomers in preactinidee, which may not be associated with decay 

from the a*'cond well. 

In thie f'ont"xt our attention hne been attract.ed to thf'l 

1Rland of sphArical nuclei lying in tho vicinity of the doubly 

majjlic nucleun 208 Ph whoen atatiat1cal propf'lrtinl!!l look rl'\t.her 

peculiar· !I.R'I\inst the bar·karound of deformnd nuclei bed.\uae , in 

particular, of • considfl)rable diffnrenoe betWI'JIIn tho 

coefficients of the level density rotational enhancement 14,~1, 

i.e. 

K • 
rot 

2 

{
~~for deformed nuclei 

for apherical nuclei, 

II I 
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2 
where cr ..L = F ..Lx T is the spin cut-off factor, whL-' is larger 

0 

than 10~ for T=l MeV; F..L is the perpendicular moment of inertia 

and T is nuclear temperature. The "jump" of Krot in eq. ( 1 l in 

passing from one nucleus to another considerably affects the 

energy dependence of nuclear fissility, Pf!El \i.e. the ratio 

between the fission cross section and that for compound nucleus 

formation) in the preactinide region /5,6/. 

The present paper deals with a study of the influence of 

the second well in Vt~) on PrtEJ. The effect is expected to be 

the most pronounced in spherical nuclei and manifests itself as 

follows. With increasing compound-nucleus excitation energy E , 

the level density in the second well as a result of the 

difference between £ 2~ 0.4 and e 1 ~ 0 leading to 

can become equal to or even greater than that of the first 

well.despite the lower excitation energy E Here 

subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and the second well, 

respectively. This fact should lead to an increase in the 

probability of neutron emission and to a decrease in nuclear 

fissility. The smaller the energy difference between the two 

minima , E
2 

= Vl£
2

) - Vi£ 1 
l, the earlier the excitation energy 

effect manifests itself. The expected influence of the second 

well will be sharply decreased in the case of the nuclei' 

deformed in the 

1 
between Krotand 

ground 

2 
Krot' 

state because of a smaller difference 

2. Attenuation of KrotiT,£) and nuclear fissllity 

OUr analysis of experimental information is based on 

the description of nuclear fissility /5,6/ : 
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r 1 J J ')< 

r-E 

~f!U,O I dU 
0 

r. r-B 
p !U,OJ IE-B -UI dU 

0 n n 

,respectively, the 

I 2 J 

level 

densities of the fi.ssioning nucleus at the saddle point and of 

the residual nucleus A-1 after emission of a neutron. as 

function of the excitation energy U and the angular momentum J; 

;riJJ is the factor which takes into account the J dependence 

Ef is the barrier height and B 
n 

is the 

neutron binding energy. In calculating p 11U,J) use was made of 

the superfluid mc•del of the nucleus with the phenomenological 

inclusion of shell and collective effects. The model parameters 

were in agreement with the observed density of neutron 

resonances p I B ,J! /5,7/. In what follows we will turn to exp n 

the only but very essential specification which we are 

introducing in the c•:nventiona1 description of pifU,JJ and 

PffEJ 1~•-7; 

The adiabatic estimate K;~t= ~: for deformed n~clei made 

in eq.fll is V3.lict when the sin~le-particle mcdes ..::·f mction 

a.:-e assumed to be independent of rotation of t.he nuc-leus as a 

whole. This assumptJ.on is valid if the compc•und nucleus 

temperature 1 is below than 

!3 I 

accc•rding tc· ref. 141, where & is quadrupole def0rmation, as 
-1/3 -1 before and w

0 
~ 41 A h MeV is the average frequency of the 

anisotropic oscillator potential. The results of level density 

calculatic•n£ 181, i::. which the interactions between the 
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rotational and internal degrees of freedom were taken into 

accour.t, have ::-onfir:ned th· qL<ctlitative esti!Jl.3.te \J) In 

particular, they have shown that the attenuation factor 

which,as the nucleus gets heated, leads to a decrease in Krotas 

ad compared to Krot' can be approximately described using the 

critical value T0 of eq.~3 ). 

The factor 1-:rot~T,£ \can be presented 

form 

~ Kad - 1 lq ( 1t l + 1 ; 
rot • 

in the following 

"' 

where q{~tl ~ 1 for small It values (Krot~ K~~tl and ql~tl ~ 0 

for large It (Krot~ 1 l. A number of mcdifications of the 

analytical description of q!~tl is offered /8-10/, We have 

chosen the simplest one 

2 exp( -{3~t I I 51 

which coincides with q!~tl in ref. /9/ at {3"' 1 . In what follows 

we employ the value f3 = 1.37 obtained by fitting the level 

density to pexptBn,Jl. 

Thus, the attenuation of Krot with energy depends 

substantially on nuclear deformation. This dependence is of 

major importance for nuclear fissility since for E '· 1')0 MeV in 

question the deviation of K rot 
from in the neutron 

emission channel is considerable whereas it is negligibly small 

in the fission channel. These results contradict the previous 

assumptions 15,6/ concerning Kf tand Kn ro rot' 

3. Neutron emission by the nucleus in the second well 

The top part of the figure shows the potential energies V( c) 

calculated using the shell correction method as in ref./3/. In 
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the lc,wer part of the figure the results of calculating the 

f!s.s1lity parameter u~ing the- present mc_-:Iel ,:,f prU,JI the 

left hand scale I are compared with experimental data for the 

three typical preactinide nuclei - the spherical 212
Po, the 
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Figure. Top: the potential deformation energies v,c J of the 
180os, 19811g and 212 Po nuclei. Bottom: the enerEY dependences 

of fissility Pf!El for the same nuclei rthe uppE"l" curves) and 

the numbers of the residual nucleus final states accessible to 

neutron emission N for Hg and Po !the lower curves!. The ni 

experimental data (open points) are taken from /5/, the 

calculations of Pf!EI are carried out: ( i! without taking into 

account the attenuation factor Krot (dashed curve! ( i i ) 

taking into account the attenuation factor Krot and neutron 

emission in the second well (full curve). 
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deiurmed 186o.s, and the 198Hg nucleus c<:,ns ide red to be an 

intermediate case in refs./5,6/. The Pf!El calculation was 

carried out using the barrier parameters from the 

phenomenological model /11/ and with equal asymptotic level 

density parameters in the fission and neutron emission 

channels, af/an = 1, in contrast to the conventional usage 

/5,6/, when Ef and af/an values were considered to be free 

parameters in fitting the calculated results to the 

experimental data. Those parameters not specified are taken 

from refs. 15-7/. It should be noted that in the figure all the 

curves were calcUlated taking into account also fission 

processes preceded by the emission of several neutrons. 

The dashed curves shown in the figure were calculated using 

ad 
eg,(l) and Krot based on the traditional classification of 

nuclei according to the nature of the spectra of low lying 

levels t
212 Po and 198Hg are spherical nuclei, and 186os is a 

deformed onel.The inclusion of the Krotattenuation according to 

eqs.\4 l- l5J eliminates the disagreement with the experimental 

data in the case of !BbOs, but does not change the situation 

for the other two nuclei since Krot"" 1 fc•r spheric:-al nuclei. 

The latter are characterized by a growing deviation of the 

dashed curves from the experimental points with increasing E, 

this deviation occurring somewhat earlier in 198Hg than in 

212 Po. In previous studies /5,6/ the discrepancies of results 

for 212 Po and adjacent nuclei were considered being due to the 

deviations of Krotin the fission channel from the adiabatic 

estimate.These deviations define the attenuation factor as 

· exp 
q\E-Efl"' Pf 1El/Pf\El, which was supposed 'to be valid also 

for describing the neutron emission channel. 
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The results of the calcul.>.t.lons of fission probabilities 

for 212 Po and 198Hg taking into account neutron emission by the 

nucleus in the second well ,which are shown by the full curves, 

to a considerable extent remove the disagreement. In these 

calculations the denominator of exp.l2l,that is the number of 

the residual nucleus final states accessible to 

emission for J 

N 
ni 

has the form 

u' 
x J ;a7u,oJ fui -UJ dV 

0 
ni max 

neutron 

( 61 

is replaced by the sum E N ,where i = 1 or 2 refers to the 
i=l ,2 °i 

first or second well , u1 
= E - B and u2 

= E - B - E2 .This max n ~x n 
generalization of exp. I 2 l is a direct consequence of the 

statistical description of the decay probability for excited 

nuclei in terms of the two-humped barrier /2/.The nuclear 

deformation ~i was fixed in our calculation of N . It would 
ni 

be 

more logical to consider the effective deformation &effiTJ 

which corresponds to the free energy minimum or to the entropy 

maximum. However, as refs. 19,10,13/ and our estimates show, 

this would not qualitatively change the results obtained. 

The energy dependence of N I i=l ,2 l for spherical nuclei 
ni 

is given below the fissility par:ameter curves in the figure, the 

curve for N growing more rapidly. One can see that at some 
n2 

excitation energy there exists the intersection point,where N = 
nl 

Nn ; as a result the nuclei in question happen to fission like 
2 

spherical ones at low energies and like very deformed ones at 

high energies because c·f the predominance over fi!:sion '='!" 

neutron emission by the nucleus in the second well. For the 
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deformed lBbOs nucleus this is not important because it I>, no 

second well and, moreover, even if it had existed, its role 

would have been strongly suppressed since the difference 

between K1 t and K2 is much smaller in the deformed nuclei in ro rot 

the ground state than in the spherical ones. 

Conclusion 

The inclusion of the dependence of Krot on .nuclear 

deformation and of neutron emission by the nucleus in the 

second well removes the difficulties and disadvantages of the 

previous analysis of the fissility·of the preactinide nuclei 

/5,6/.We did not try to vary the parameters in order to better 

describe the experimental data. It may be worth doing so after 

including the dynamical effects /12/. 

The authors are grateful to A. V. Ignatyuk,G. A. Kudyaev 

and U. B. Ostapenko for useful discussions. 
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